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Staefa Retrofit Input/Output Card User Guide 

Product Overview                                                                                  

The Hurtwood 48 channel Input & Output card is designed to fit directly into existing Staefa 
AS1000 NRUD A, B, C and D enclosures and hence allow the existing analogue and digital inputs 
to be read by a modern, web based master controller over a Modbus two wire RS 485 network. 

                                                                                                                  

The input values can be read directly out of the card by selecting one of 13 pre-installed profiles 
via the Modbus register.  These profiles cover all the common current, voltage and thermistor 
types (See Section 2.3 and Appendix B). 

The card and inputs are protected against static discharge from operatives, but normal static 
precautions should be taken when handling the cards. 

1. Hardware Configuration 

1.1. Connections 

Communications: The Modbus communications connections are available via either via the old 
RS Bus connector towards the rear of the board and via a new connector on the front of the board 
to allow SRC boards in the same rack to be put on different master controllers. Communications 
via the original connector or the connector on the front of the board are selectable via a set of links 
depending on the need for boards in the same rack to be connected to different controllers. A 3 

Product Specification 

The existing ribbon cables from the AS1000 NTIM and NTOM 
module racks can be connected directly to the connectors on the 
front of the SRC and the SRC gets its power from the NTOMS 
module rack in the same way as the old NRUD cards.  The card 
provides 24 inputs and 24 outputs, the inputs measuring voltage (0-
10V) and the outputs providing a 0 - 10V output capable of a 
maximum of 20mA.  Thresholds can be set for treating the inputs 
as digital and can be adjusted over the Modbus network.  Inputs 
can provide accurate pulse-counting and frequency calculation of a 
varying signal. 

The card is communicated to by Modbus over a two-wire RS-485 
network.  The data format is 8bit RTU, with a choice of address, 
baud-rates and message formats configured by dip switches (see 
Section 1.3).  A software set-up tool is also available for 
commissioning the cards via a supervisor port in the absence of the 
master controller and Modbus network. 
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way MODBUS / CAN BUS connector will be provided on the front of the board and each terminal 
is capable of taking 2 x 1mm cables.   

The connections are: 

0V 

A = Data + 

B = Data – 

NOTE:  Some Modbus devices, e.g. Vacon variable speed drives, employ the convention of A = 
Data -.  Connecting the data connections round the wrong way won’t damage the card, it just won’t 
work. 

NTIM & NTOM Module Racks: The ribbon cables from the existing NTIM and NTOM module 
racks plug directly into the plugs below: 

Plugs                          Input/Output Configuration  
6                                 8 universal inputs.                 (UI) 
5                                 8 universal outputs.               (UO) 
4                                 8 universal inputs.                 (UI) 
3                                 8 universal outputs.               (UO) 
2                                 8 universal inputs.                 (UI) 
1                                 8 universal outputs                (UO) + 24V power supply 

1.2. Input & Output Type Selection 

The input and output type selection is still performed by the modules plugged into the NTIM & 
NTOM module racks. 

1.3. Modbus Address and Communication Set-Up 

*********************POWER CYCLE THE CARD TO USE THE NEW SETTINGS********************* 

Switch bank A, labelled “SW A” sets the Modbus address / ID of the card on the Modbus network. 
This can be set to any number between 0 – 255 (although zero should not be used as that is the 
Modbus broadcast address). The switches specify the number in binary. For example with all 
switches “up” (away from the board) except for the right-most one, the address will be 1. 

Switch bank B, labelled “SW B” specifies the communications parameters for data transmission on 
the bus. The right-most three switches (labelled 6, 7, 8) specify the baud-rate, the next two 
switches (labelled 5, 4) specify the parity setting and the next single switch (labelled 3) sets the number of 
stop bits, as follows: 

 Switch 3  Switch 4  Switch 5  Switch 6  Switch 7  Switch 8 Baud rate (bps) 

    OFF OFF OFF 1,200 
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    OFF OFF ON 2,400 

    OFF ON OFF 4,800 

    OFF ON ON 9,600 

   ON OFF OFF 19,200 

   ON OFF ON 38,400 

   ON ON OFF 57,600 

   ON ON ON 115,200 

 

The Modbus message is 8 bits.  The Parity configuration is set below: 

 Switch 3  Switch 4  Switch 5  Switch 6  Switch 7 Switch 8 Parity Bit 

 OFF OFF    None 

 OFF ON    Odd 

 ON OFF    Even 

 ON ON    None 

 

Stop bits: 

 Switch 3 Switch 4 Switch 5  Switch 6  Switch 7 Switch 8  Num Stop Bits 

OFF      1 

ON      2 

 

The MOD TERM jumper, when fitted, puts a 440 Ohm resistance across the Modbus A and B 
wires.  This may be required if the board is an end-node on a long bus and is recommended to be 
fitted for all end of the line boards. 

*********************POWER CYCLE THE CARD TO USE THE NEW SETTINGS********************* 

1.4. LEDs 

There are two indicator LEDs labelled A and B.  

LED 1 (green)  
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ON    = AC/DC 24 V power supply from NTOMS on connector 1 healthy. 
OFF  = AC/DC 24 V power supply for NTOMS on connector 1 failed. 
 
LED 2 (green/red)     
Flickering  = Activity on the MODBUS or CAN bus 
Red           = CAN bus power supply not OK. 
OFF         = No AC 24 V supply voltage or card faulty. 

1.5. USB port 

The USB port is primarily for upgrading the firmware.  However, inserting a memory stick while the 
card is powered will cause a text file to be written to the memory stick, describing the configuration 
and current-state of the software.  In particular it will contain the software version and the Modbus 
parameters, so can be useful for setting-up a system and fault-finding. 

2. Functionality and Control 
Note that the configuration of all features of the card is stored in non-volatile memory, so is 
maintained across power outages, etc. 

2.1. Reading Data from the cards 

Linear Data:  Linear readings such as pressure or humidity can be read in one of two ways: 

1) WRITE a top of range value to the card and read the actual pressure or humidity direct 
from the card. 

2) Read the 0-100% value for voltage or current (Depending on the sensor) from the card 
using the scaling profiles described later and conversion in the master controller to pressure or 
humidity.  This can be achieved by a rescale or a multiplication factor. 

Method 2 is the recommended way as this involves setting up a simple rescale module in the 
master controller software and not having to write values to the card.  If Method 1 is used, 
continuously write the top of range to the card so that in the event of a card being replaced, it is 
configured with the correct settings on being connected to the Modbus comms. 

Resistance Data:  By its nature, thermistor data is non-linear, hence you can either: 

1) Read the voltage input from the card using the scaling profiles described later and 
characterise the data in the master controller. 

2) Read the temperature directly from the card using the Staefa T1 or 10K3A1 thermistor 
profiles that are already set-up in the card. 

2.2. Analogue Level Reading 

The 24 inputs are sampled by the 10-bit ADC approximately 8 times a millisecond (actually once 
every 121 microseconds).  This value is averaged over 8 samples, so a new analogue reading is 
available every millisecond.  The value is then scaled to be in the range from 0, to the “top of 
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range” value which is configurable via Modbus. By default it is 4095. So 10V at an input pin will, by 
default, give a reading of 4095 when read over Modbus.  These 24 values are available as the first 
24 Modbus Input Registers. 

The cards fast sampling allows the resolution to be improved from the 10 bit because all electrical 
signals have interference on them. Hence for sensors with a low resistance range such as linear 
PTC sensors, these are best read as a value between 0 and 65535 and then scaled as appropriate 
within the main controller. Hence the top value is set over Modbus to 65535. 

2.2a.       Output Level Control 

The driven level of each output is internally controlled by 12-bit digital-to-analogue converter 
circuitry.  The desired level of each output is chosen by writing to the first 24 Modbus Holding 
Registers (see the table in Appendix A).  The range of values goes from the lower “bottom of 
range” to the upper “top of range” value, which are changeable via Modbus.  The range defaults to 
0-4095.  Therefore writing the value 4095 to its register will cause the output level to be 10V. 
Writing zero will set the output to 0V.  All values between these are linearly scaled between 0V and 
10V. 

The output levels can also be controlled via the digital output Modbus command. In this case 
setting the output to off, will cause the output to go to 0V.  Setting it on will cause it to go to 10V.  

2.3. Watchdog Feature 

The card has a watchdog feature which will set all outputs to a “safe” value if comms with the 
Master is lost. If no comms to the card is seen for 5 seconds (configurable via Modbus) then output 
11 is immediately set to its safe value, which defaults to zero. This output can be used to 
disconnect the Modbus external to the local unit, which allows some recovery in the case of an 
external short of the Modbus network outside of the control cabinet, for example, a short on a field 
mounted Variable Speed Drive comms.  
 
If, after setting output 11 to its safe value, no communication is received from the Master for 
another 5 seconds, then all outputs are set to their safe value (which defaults to zero).  
The entire Watchdog feature can be disabled by setting the initial delay to a value of zero. This can 
be useful when configuring the card initially. See the Modbus table later for details of the registers 
that control this feature. 

2.4. Scaling Profiles 

The card provides a set of scaling profiles, through which inputs can be read, to give “real world” 
values across Modbus.  This is the real power behind the Staefa retrofit cards and saves having to 
carry out complex characterisations of an A-D value in the master controller.  The scaling-profiles 
are used by accessing the inputs through different ranges of both “Decimal” & “Modbus” type 
addresses.  There is a specific range for each scaling-profile.  The Decimal ranges start at address 
10,000, and the Modbus address are in the ranges set aside for Coils, Statuses, Input and Holding 
Registers (See Appendix A). 

The scaling profiles also allow human values to be written to the cards to several output profiles, 
for example, 2-10V or 0-5V. 
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When using the scaling profiles it is important to interpret the Modbus values correctly.  This 
means that with the master controller, it is important to use the correct scaling and data type.  See 
Appendix A for a full description. 

2.5. Reading PTC Thermistor Sensors 

The Thermistor most commonly used with the NRUD A – F cards is the Staefa T1 Positive 
Temperature Co-efficient (PTC) sensor.  However, other PTC sensors are often used such as the 
Landis & Gyr Ni1000 sensors. Profiles are available in the card for the T1 sensor so that a 
temperature reading can be read from the card. The voltage that is read by the card does NOT 
correspond to the voltage provided in the Siemens datasheet 1.713 as the card corrects this for its 
own internal circuitry.  If you cannot read the temperature direct using the profiles, instead, read 
the raw A to D steps direct from the card using the 3000x Modbus profile and then convert to the 
temperature using a rescale between the following points: 

Converting A to D reading to T1 
Min 

Temp 
Voltage 

A to 
D 

steps 
4095 

A to D 
steps 
65535 

Max 
Temp 

Voltage 

A to 
D 

steps 
4095 

A to D 
steps 
65535 

Outside, internal & CHW 
temperatures: -10 2.406 985 

 40 2.8076 1150 
 

LPHW temperatures: 0 2.4875 1019  100 3.2701 1339  
MPHW temperatures: 30 2.7285 1117  130 3.4938 1431  

 

Many AS1000 systems replaced old Landis and Gyr Visonik systems and the original Ni1000 
sensors were converted to a T1 profile using an AQA 61.20 module.  These were powered by the 
15V through the 10K pull-up in the NRUD and would produce the voltage expected by the 
10KOhm/T1 bridge irrespective of the internal circuitry of the NRUD.  Were AQA 61.20 modules 
are being used, do NOT use the T1 sensor profiles, instead, read the voltage direct from the card  
using the 3400x profile and then convert to the temperature using a rescale between the following points: 

AQA 61.20 Modules Min Temp Voltage 
A to D 
steps 

Max 
Temp 

Voltage 
A to D 
steps 

Outside, internal & CHW 
temperatures: -10 2.631 1077 40 3.131 1282 

LPHW temperatures: 0 2.731 1118 100 3.731 1528 
MPHW temperatures: 30 3.031 1241 130 4.031 1651 

 

Note: The above rescale also applies for Kieback and Peter controllers such as the HRP 22 & 23 
controllers.  The KP10 sensors incorporate the AQA 61.2 circuitary. 

Use a filter in the software for the resultant temperature as the voltage from the AQA 61.2 module 
does oscillate. 
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2.6. Digital Level Reading 

The card provides a simple filtering system for calculating a digital state for each input.  The 
system has three parameters: a low threshold, a high threshold and a “filter count”.  For the signal 
to be considered “low” it must be below the low threshold for the filter-count number of readings. 
Similarly for the signal to be considered “high” it must be above the high threshold for filter-count 
readings.  If the signal stays between the two thresholds then the digital state does not change 
value. 

A reading occurs once every 121 microseconds.  By default the filter-count is 2.  So an input has to 
be within a threshold for 2 consecutive readings, for that input to change state.  The default 
thresholds are 1/3 and 2/3 of full-scale.  So for voltage readings this corresponds to 3.33V and 
6.67V. 

The thresholds are also set using the “top of range” scaling.  See the Modbus table in Appendix A 
later for address details.  

The defaults will enable the card to correctly register digital statuses and will only need adjusting if 
very fast pulse counting is required. 

2.7. Pulse counting and frequency calculation 

For each input four statistics are continually gathered, based on the digital value of the signal.  The 
statistics can be reset at any time, to suit the application and expected nature of the signal.  The 
four calculated values are: 

- Pulse count – actually the number of low-to-high transitions. 

- Low time – the number of milliseconds the signal has been considered low. 

- High time – the number of milliseconds the signal has been considered high. 

- Frequency – the average frequency of pulses, calculated from the three values 
above. 

These values can be read in two ways across Modbus: as Input Registers or as Holding Registers.   
Input Registers are read-only and as such reading the value will not change the value. Whereas 
reading the corresponding Holding Register will immediately reset the value to zero.  In this way 
data can be gathered by the Master without any loss of information.  Ideally all three or four 
registers should be read at once, so they are all reset at the same time (but often the application 
may only require the information from one of the registers). 

The values can also be reset without reading them, by writing a zero to the Holding Register. No 
other value will be accepted by these Holding Registers.  See the Modbus table in Appendix A for 
details of the register addresses that control this feature. 

If the pulse count register reaches 65535 it will stop counting so it is important to reset this register 
before this occurs to prevent missing pulses. 

The low time and high time registers stop counting at 65535 ms (~65.5 seconds), so it is also 
important to reset these registers regularly if they are in use. 
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The frequency register value is calculated from the pulse count and low/high time registers.  When 
the frequency register is read as a holding register all of the registers will be reset to ensure that 
the next frequency read will be representative of the frequency since the previous read. 

The values in the registers accessible via Modbus are not preserved over power-cycles. 

Using the filter count of 2, a signal of around 1,000Hz can be read accurately.  Note that it is 
important to consider the expected pulse frequency, high-time and low-time when choosing values 
for the digitisation of the input (See Section 2.4).  For example, in selecting the filter count, a 
1,000Hz signal will change state twice every millisecond, that is once every 500 microseconds. 
Given that the input is sampled once every 121 microseconds, the highest value for the filter-count 
would be 4 (4 times 121 equals 484).  But this does not leave much time for the change of state of 
the signal, and occasions where the signal is slightly above 1,000Hz.  Therefore the default value 
for the filter-count of 2 is probably the most robust, giving some noise-immunity and allowing for up 
to 2,000Hz at the limit. 

Similarly, slower pulse count systems, particularly electro mechanical ones, may suffer from 
“bounce” in which case, a high filter count will be used to eliminate any spurious readings. 

2.8. Satrofit Tool Port 

The RJ45 connector block allows all the data including the profiles described above that 
can be accessed over Modbus to be viewed using the Satrofit tool.  (See the Satrofit tool 
datasheet)  The Satrofit tool allows the card and all its connected field devices to be 
commissioned without the presence of the Modbus comms. The tool is a free software 
program that can run on any PC with a USB port.  In addition, for commissioning and 
service, the tool also provides for each input and output: 

1)   A text field for entering the sensor or output name (max 40 char) and the units. 

2)   A text field for entering the date of the last sensor calibration or for outputs, the last 
valve/actuator exercising in dd/mm/yy format. 

3)   A text field for entering the sensor type (max 16 char) so the installer can put in the 
part No. of the sensor, useful for difficult to get to sensors. )   This text field is also 
available for outputs for entering say, the actuator type so the installer can put in the part 
No. of the actuator. 

4)   A free text field of 1024 characters for installation and maintenance notes. 

5)   For digital inputs, the high and low time hours and the number of pulses.  

6)   A sensor offset can be applied to allow the servicing and recalibration of the 
connected field devices without access to the master controller or the Modbus comms. 
When setting the offset using the tool for a sensor read via a controller over Modbus, the 
offset must be applied with the same scaling profile as is being used by the controller to 
read the sensor over Modbus. For example a 0-10V sensor has the [0-10V = 0-100%] 
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scaling profile selected on the controller, so the operator must apply any offset in % with 
the [0-10V = 0-100%] profile selected on the tool. 

If the offset is applied with a different scaling profile, the raw offset number is applied; for 
example a (-1V)[Voltage = Volts] offset applied on a [0-10V = 0-100%] scaled sensor 
exhibits a (-1%) change in the reading value and not (-10%) the operator had intended. 

3. Electrical & Technical Specification 
 
Supply Voltage Nominal  24V AC  24V DC 
   Maximum   30V AC  38V DC 
 
Absorbed Current 70mA @ 24V DC with no loads or inputs 
 
Maximum Input voltage  30V AC  38V DC 
 
Output Drive Current 20mA @ 10V 

Input Accuracy   10-bit resolution 0-10V 

Output Accuracy  12-bit resolution 0-10V 

Input Loading  10k pull-up to 15V 

External Sensor Power 15V @ 500mA 

Weight: xx Grams 

Dimensions: xx mm x xx mm x  mm 

Maximum operating temperature: 50C 

Minimum operating temperature: -20C 

Operating range - relative humidity: 0-100% - Non Condensing 
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Appendix A: Using Modbus Registers 
 

Modbus registers are the method by which data is read from, and written to the Staefa retrofit card.  
Each manufacturer of master controllers will have variations on how this data is read and written, 
however, some basics rules will apply. 

Register Format: 

Registers can be either Hex, Decimal or Modbus 

The Staefa retrofit card has both 1 based and zero based registers within it.   Zero based registers 
are called Decimal registers and 1 based registers are called Modbus registers.  Decimal registers 
are in the 0-23 data format so to read from input 7, you need to use 6 in the register.  Modbus 
registers start at 1 so to read, say input 7, you would use 7. 

For example, North BT and OSS use zero based registers or offsets. 

Register type:  There are four data register types: 

Input Status or Contact (02) – Literally an input contact - a digital input.   These can be read from 
the set of Modbus addresses beginning at 10001. 

Coil (05) – Literally a relay coil – a digital output.  These can be set by the Modbus addresses 
beginning at 00001.  

Input Register (04) – An analogue input.  These can be read from the set of Modbus addresses 
beginning at 30001. 

Output or Holding register (06) – An analogue output or a parameter in the cards, for example, 
the top of range for the outputs or the digital threshold levels.  These can be read from or written to 
the card using the set of Modbus addresses beginning at 40001. 

The numeral next to each in brackets is the Modbus function code as defined in the Modbus 
protocol.  Because early PLCs where replacing panels with relay contacts, the terms coils and 
contacts were retained to avoid confusion, the input and holding registers were added later to cope 
with analogue values. 

Manufacturers will either use a code to define what type of register it is or will have a strategy 
block that can communicate with each type.  Holding registers and coils can also indicate status’s. 

Scaling 

The scaling (Divide or Multiply) is needed since the basic Modbus spec requires all values to be 
transmitted as 16 bit integers.  
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The cards, because of their 12 bit A-D conversion can work to 3 significant figures, hence a 
temperature or percentage can have 1 decimal point and a voltage or current can have 2 decimal 
points, e.g. 1.23V or 15.56mA 
 
So for example a temperature of 20.1°C has to be transmitted as the integer 201. This number 
then needs to be interpreted as "degrees C times 10", so needs to be scaled by 10 to get actual 
temperature.  
 
So all temperatures require scaling by 10, and readings or outputs of Volts or milli-Amps require 
scaling by 100, e.g. a voltage of 1.23V is transmitted as the integer 123. 
 
Each manufacturer will provide codes or formulae numbers (as in North BT) or ask for a scaling 
factor in modules to achieve the scaling required above. 
 
Data Type 
 
All the registers are treated as signed binary integers because they may be negative, e.g. 
temperatures or voltages.  Hence you will use signed binary values for analogue values (Inputs 
and outputs) and lowest bits of registers for digital inputs and outputs. 
 
Again, some manufacturers will provide codes such as A, B and C in the North BT strings or the 
strategy modules will have a drop down list of permitted data types. 
 
Digital Input Multiplexing 
 
In the 48IO Card, each block of 8 of the digital status is combined into an 8 bit number, i.e. 0-256.  
This allows 8 digital inputs to be transferred as a single Modbus read and also conserves Modbus 
inputs in some master controllers.  These are read as 3 additional input registers. 
 
Where 16DI cards are being used, the potentially 48 digital inputs are read as a further 6 input 
registers. 
 
Digital Output Multiplexing 
 
In the 48IO Card, each block of 8 of the digital outputs is combined into an 8 bit number, i.e. 0-256.  
This allows 8 digital outputs to be written to as a single Modbus write and also conserves Modbus 
outputs in some master controllers.  These are written as 3 additional holding registers. 
 
Inputs 

Below are the registers for reading analogue and digital inputs, setting up linear scaled readings 
and setting up digital inputs.  At the end are the registers for reading basic card information. 
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DECIMAL 
ADDRESS 

MODBUS  
ADDRESS Type VALUE DESCRIPTION ADDRESS BLOCK EXPLANATION 

     
0 30001/10001 Input  

Registers 
or 

Discrete  
Inputs 

input 1 value 
Can be read as an analogue (3000x) or  
digital input (1000x) type. Digital type  
intended for a switch type input as provided 
by NKID modules. 

1 30002/10002 input 2 value 

…
   …
 

23 30024/10024 input 24 value 
    

24 30025 Input 
Registers 

input 25 value Encoding of 8 digital inputs as an analogue 
value 1-8 = 25, digital inputs 9-16 = 26 and 
digital Inputs 17-24 read as an analogue 
(3000x) 

25 30026 input 26 value 
 

26 30027 input 27 value 

     

1000 31001/41001 

Input  
Registers 

or 
Holding  

Registers 

input 1 pulse-count The three "pulse-train" statistics gathered for  
each input. The first register is the  
pulse-count (actually number of low-to-high  
transitions). 
 
The two time registers contain the total  
number of milliseconds the input was  
considered low/high. 
 
Reading these values as Holding-Registers  
resets them to zero, allowing for lossless  
counting.  Read three or four in one go for 
the  
values to be related.  Reading the values as  
Input-Registers does not reset them.  
Reading the frequency as a Holding register 
will reset all of them. 
 
Note that the pulse count and time registers 
will stop counting at 65535, so it is important 
they are reset before this limit is hit so as not 
to lose information.  
 
Values are not preserved over power-cycles. 

1001 31002/41002 input 1 low time (msecs) 
1002 31003/41003 input 1 high time (msecs) 
1003 31004/41004 input 1 frequency 
1010 31011/41011 input 2 pulse-count 
1011 31012/41012 input 2 low time (msecs) 
1012 31013/41012 input 2 high time (msecs) 
1013 31014/41014 input 2 frequency 

…
 

  

…
 

1230 31231/41231 input 24 pulse-count 
1231 31232/41232 input 24 low time (msecs) 
1232 31233/41233 input 24 high time (msecs) 
1233 31234/41234 input 24 frequency 

 
13900 32001 

Input 
Registers 

input 1 scaling upper 
The Temperature reading for a Staefa T1  
Thermistor sensor. 
(Divide by 10 to get the decimal point) 

13901 32002 input 2 scaling upper 

…
 

  

…
 

13923 32024 input 24 scaling upper 
 

10000 33001 
Input 

Registers 

input 1 scaling upper 
The Input reading between 0-100% 
(Divide by 10 to get the decimal point) 

10001 33002 input 2 scaling upper 

…
 

  

…
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DECIMAL 
ADDRESS 

MODBUS  
ADDRESS Type VALUE DESCRIPTION ADDRESS BLOCK EXPLANATION 

10023 33024 input 24 scaling upper 
 

100 40101 

Holding  
 Registers 

input 1 scaling upper 
The value here is the "top of range" value. 
 
 
Default: 4095 

101 40102 input 2 scaling upper 

…
 

  

…
 

123 40124 input 24 scaling upper 
    

200 40201 

Holding  
 Registers 

input 1 lower-threshold 
If the (scaled) analogue value is below this  
number then it is considered digitally to be a  
zero. 
 
Default: 1/3rd top-of-range 

201 40202 input 2 lower-threshold 

…
 

  

…
 

223 40224 input 24 lower-threshold 

     
300 40301 

Holding  
 Registers 

input 1 upper-threshold 
If the (scaled) analogue value is above this  
number then it is considered digitally to be a  
one. 
 
Default: 2/3rd top-of-range 

301 40302 input 2 upper-threshold 

…
 

  

…
 

323 40324 input 24 upper-threshold 
     

400 40401 

Holding  
 Registers 

input 1 filter-count An analogue value must be inside one of the  
above thresholds for this many consecutive  
acquisitions for the digital output value to  
change state. 
There are 8 acquisitions per millisecond. 
 
Default: 2 (allowing for min pulse width of 1/4  
milli-second) 

401 40402 input 2 filter-count 

  
423 40424 input 24 filter-count 

 
600 40601 

Holding  
 Registers 

input 1 scaling lower 
The value here is the "bottom of range"  
value. 
 
Default: 0 

601 40602 input 2 scaling lower 

…
 

  

…
 

623 40624 input 24 scaling lower 
     

900 30901 

Input  
 Registers 

Serial Number 

Basic information about the board 
901 30902 Software Major Version 
902 30903 Software Minor Version 
903 30904 Hardware Revision 
904 30905 supply voltage (mV) 
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DECIMAL 
ADDRESS 

MODBUS  
ADDRESS Type VALUE DESCRIPTION ADDRESS BLOCK EXPLANATION 

905 30906 15V level (mV) 
     

908 30909 Discrete  
Input Healthy Bit 1 if card is healthy, 0 or no reply otherwise 

   

 

Outputs 

Below are the registers for writing to analogue and digital outputs and setting up linear scaled 
outputs. 

DECIMAL 
ADDRESS 

MODBUS  
ADDRESS Type VALUE DESCRIPTION ADDRESS BLOCK EXPLANATION 

     
0  40001/00001 Holding  

Registers 
or 

Coils  
(discrete  
outputs) 

output 1 value 

Can be written as an analogue or digital  
output type. Range 12 bit 0-4095. 

1  40002/00002 output 2 value 

…
   …
 

23  40024/00024 output 24 value 
     

10000 43001 
Holding  

Registers 
 

output 1 value 

Analogue Output in the range 0-100%. 
10001 43002 output 2 value 

…
   …
 

10023 43024 output 24 value 
     

100 40101 

Holding  
Registers 

output 1 scaling 
The value here is the "top of range" value. 
 
 
Default: 4095 

101 40102 output 2 scaling 
…

 

  

…
 

123 40124 output 24 scaling 
     

500 40501 

Holding  
Registers 

output 1 safe value 
Watchdog Safe Values. If no valid messages  
are received from the Master for 10 seconds,  
the outputs are set to these values.  
See detailed description of the "Watchdog"  
feature for full description. 

501 40502 output 2 safe value 

…
 

  

…
 

523 40524 output 24 safe value 
          

590 40591   Seconds till Bus Off 
Delay until the external Modbus is removed  
via output 11. Set this to zero to disable the  
Watchdog feature. 
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DECIMAL 
ADDRESS 

MODBUS  
ADDRESS Type VALUE DESCRIPTION ADDRESS BLOCK EXPLANATION 

591 40592   
Seconds till Safe Values 

Delay after bus-off to setting all outputs to  
safe values. 

     
600 40601 

Holding  
Registers 

output 1 scaling lower 
The value here is the "bottom of range" value. 
 
 
Default: 0 

601 40602 output 2 scaling lower 

…
 

  

…
 

623 40624 output 24 scaling lower 
 

Input Scaling Profiles: Below are the scaling profiles for reading “human” values, such as volts 
and temperature for the sensors directly from the card without having to set-up scaling profiles.  
These are all Decimal i.e. zero based input registers. 

When replacing Staefa NRUD cards, the first profile in light grey will be the most common one to 
use with the NTIMs. To obtain readings from the original Staefa T1 sensors use the scaling profile 
in dark grey.  For additions, if Staefa T1 sensors aren’t available, then a scaling profile for 10K3A1 
type sensors is available that gives the temperature.  

The table also indicates which of the existing Staefa input modules needs to be used for each 
profile. 

 

Profile name Modbus address range Decimal address range Scale  
by 

Staefa IO  
Module  

Voltage 0 - 10V => 0 - 100% 33001 to 33024 10000 to 10023 10 NKIS 
Voltage 0 - 10V => lower - upper 33101 to 33124 10100 to 10123 1 NKIS 
Voltage 2 - 10V => 0 - 100% 33201 to 33224 10200 to 10223 10 NKIS 
Voltage 2 - 10V => lower - upper 33301 to 33324 10300 to 10323 1 NKIS 
Voltage 0 - 5V =>   0 - 100% 33401 to 33424 10400 to 10423 10 NKIS 
Voltage 0 - 5V =>   lower - upper 33501 to 33524 10500 to 10523 1 NKIS 
Current 4-20mA => 0 - 100% 33801 to 33824 10800 to 10823 10  

Voltage in Volts 34001 to 34024 11000 to 11023 100 NKIS 
              
10K3A1 NTC using NKIT 35251 to 35274 12250 to 12273 10 NKIT/NKDG 
              
Pt100  => 0 - 100C using NKIAVA 36501 to 36524 13500 to 13523 10 NKIAVA 
Pt100  => 0 - 200C using NKIAVB 36601 to 36624 13600 to 13623 10 NKIAVB 
Pt100  => 0 - 500C using NKIAVC  36701 to 36724 13700 to 13723 10 NKIAVC 
Pt100  => -50 - 50C using NKIAVD 36801 to 36824 13800 to 13823 10 NKIAVD 
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PTC – Staefa T1 using NKIT 36951 to 36974 13950 to 13973 10 NKIT/NKDG 
 

Output Scaling Profiles: Below are the scaling profiles for writing “human” values, such as 
percentage or volts to several output profiles.  The first profile in grey is the most common profile 
that will be used to communicate with the NTOM modules.  These are Holding Registers. 

The lower to upper is the top of range and bottom of range described above and set using 40101-
16 and 40601-16 holding registers. 

 

Profile name Modbus address range Decimal address range Scale by 

0 - 100% => Voltage 0 - 10V  43001 to 43024 10000 to 10023 10 
Lower - upper => Voltage 0 - 10V  43101 to 43124 10100 to 10123 1 
0 - 100% => Voltage 2 - 10V  43201 to 43224 10200 to 10223 10 
Lower - upper  => Voltage 2 - 10V  43301 to 43324 10300 to 10323 1 
0 - 100% => Voltage 0 - 5V 43401 to 43424 10400 to 10423 10 
Lower - upper  => Voltage 0 - 5V 43501 to 43524 10500 to 10523 1 
0 - 100%  => Current 0 - 20mA 43601 to 43624 10600 to 10623 10 
Lower - upper => Current 0 - 20mA  43701 to 43724 10700 to 10723 1 
0 - 100% => Current 4 - 20mA 43801 to 43824 10800 to 10823 10 
Lower - upper => Current 4 - 20mA  43901 to 43924 10900 to 10923 1 
        
Voltage in Volts 44001 to 44024 11000 to 11023 100 
Current in milli-Amps 44101 to 44124 11100 to 11123 100 
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Appendix B – Specific Instructions for North BT Commander 
For the North Commander, the Modbus register is read and written to via a text string in the 
following format: 

Interface Number: S (S & Number) The interface number in the controller.  Modbus needs to be 
selected as an interface and the details of the serial port number, baud rate and data format set-up 
in the Modbus module. 

Card Number: A (A & Number) The card address 

Object Reference: f (Letter & Number) This sets the type of command, whether it is a read or 
write command and whether it is analogue (an input register) or a digital input (a status or contact) 
or a digital output (a coil, like a relay coil!).  Letters A-D from the table below are the only formats 
that we need to use.  The number is the register listing that tells the Modbus device what input or 
output or internal register it wants to read/write.  The input registers (B) are were the scaling 
profiles are which give the “real world” values that have been calculated from the raw inputs. 

Type  Meaning  Modbus  
Read  
Code  

Modbus  
Write  
Code  

Type Meaning  Modbus 
 Read  
Code  

Modbus  
Write  
Code  

A  Input Status  02  n/a  K  Output Multi- 
Registers - 12  

03  16  

B  Input Register  04  n/a  L  Output Multi- 
Registers - 16  

03  16  

C  Output (Coil)  
Status  

01  05  M  Input Multi- 
Registers - 1  

04  n/a  

D  Output Register  03  06  N  Input Multi- 
Registers - 2  

04  n/a  

E  Output Multi- 
Registers - 1  

03  16  O  Input Multi- 
Registers - 3  

04  n/a  

F  Output Multi- 
Registers - 2  

03  16  P  Input Multi- 
Registers - 4  

04  n/a  

G  Output Multi- 
Registers - 3  

03  16  Q  Input Multi- 
Registers - 6  

04  n/a  

H  Output Multi- 
Registers - 4  

03  16  R  Input Multi- 
Registers - 8  

04  n/a  

I  Output Multi- 
Registers - 6  

03  16  S  Input Multi- 
Registers - 12  

04  n/a  

J  Output Multi- 
Registers - 8  

03  16  T  Input Multi- 
Registers - 16  

04  n/a  

 

Reading Type e: (letter): The data type of the value we are passing.  The most common one we 
use is C, the signed binary value. 
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Type  Meaning  
A  Value of lowest bit of register 
B  Unsigned binary value in register 
C  Signed binary value in register 
D  BCD value in lower nibble of register bytes 
E  BCD value in both nibbles of register bytes 
F  ASCII value in lower byte of register 
G  ASCII value in both bytes of register 
H  Unsigned binary value in lower byte of register 
I  Unsigned binary value in upper byte of register 
J  IEEE float stored in 2 registers 

 

Maths z: (Number):  This allows a multiplication (Scaling) to be made to the value read or written.  The 
table of the available mathematical functions is below: 

Formula  Multiply  Add  Formula Multiply  Add  
21  10  0  31  2  0  
22  100  0  32  5  0  
23  1000  0  33  0.2  0  
24  10000  0  34  0.5  0  
25  100000  0  35  0.05  0  
26  0.1  0  36  0.005  0  
27  0.01  0  37  1  0  
28  0.001  0  38  1  0  
29  0.0001  0  39  1  0  
30  0.00001  0  40  1  0  

 

Inputs: 

Example 1: A message in the format: S2.A2.B13500.C26 

S2 = interface number 2 on the master controller 

A2 = Retrofit card address 2 

B13500 = an input register and register number 13500 is the reading in degrees C from a Staefa 
Pt100 thermistor sensor connected to input 1 through a NKIAVA module on an NTIM whose ribbon 
cable is plugged into connector 2 on the card. 

C = the reading is a signed binary value (It could of course be negative!) 

26 = divide the value read by 10. 
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Example 2: A message in the format: S2.A2.B11009.C27 

S2 = interface number 2 on the master controller 

A2 = Retrofit card address 2 

B11109 = an input register and register number 11109 is the reading in volts for a 0-10V input 
signal through an NKIS module plugged into input 2 on a NTIM which is plugged into connector 4 
on the SRC card. 

C = the reading is a signed binary value. 

27 = divide the value read by 100. 

Example 3: A message in the format: S2.A2.B10210.C26 

S2 = interface number 2 on the master controller 

A2 = Retrofit card address 2 

B10210 = an input register and register number 10210 is the reading in 0-100% for a 2-10V input 
signal through an NKIS module plugged into input 3 on an NTIM plugged into connector 4 on the 
SRC card.  

C = the reading is a signed binary value (It could of course be negative!) 

26 = divide the value read by 10. 

Outputs: 

Example 1: A sample message to set an analogue output on output 8 would be in the format: 
S2.A1.D10007.C26 

S2 = interface number 2 on the master controller 

A1 = Retrofit card address 1 

D10007 = an output (Holding) register and register number 10007 is an output value between 0 
and 100% which will set the voltage through an NKOAS module between 0V and 10V on output 8 
of an NTOM module plugged into connector 1 on the SRC. 

C26 = the reading is a signed binary value. B, the value for an un-signed binary value could be 
used because the output would never be negative.  The maths function 26 is used to divide the 0-
100% output by 10 so as to achieve a 0-10V output. 

Example 2: To write to a digital output on output 5 we would be in the format: S2.A1.C4.A 

S2 = interface number 2 on the master controller & A1 = Retrofit card address 1 
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C4 = an output coil (i.e. like a digital relay coil) on output 5 of an NTOM module plugged into 
connector 1 on the SRC. A = the reading is a digital value. A 
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Appendix C: Specific Instructions for Niagara  Platforms 
 

This guide should be read in conjunction with the Niagara Modbus Guide  

Networks:  Firstly, the card is set-up as a Modbus device on either: 

1)    A Modbus Async network utilising a serial port on the JACE platform.  The network properties 
are set-up as follows: 

-     Float Byte Order: Specifies the byte-order used to assemble or receive floating-point (32-bit) 
values in messages – Select Order 3210. 

-     Long Byte Order: Specifies the byte-order used to assemble or receive long integer (32-bit) 
values in messages - Select Order 3210. 

-      Use Force Multiple Coil: Specifies whether to use function code 15 (Force Multiple Coils) 
instead of function code 05 (Force Single Coil) when writing to coils. Leave as the default 
which is false, where function code 05 (ForceSingle Coil) is used. 

-      Use Preset Multiple Register: Specifies whether to use function code 16 (Preset Multiple 
Registers) instead of function code 06 (Preset Single Register) when writing to registers. 
Leave as the default which is false, where function code 06 (Preset Single Register) is used. 

-     Serial Port Config: Specify the serial port/communications setup.  The Data format is 8 bit 
and the stop bits, parity and baud rate are set-up on the card as described in Section 1.3. 

-     Modbus Data Mode: Set as RTU (the default) 

2)   The card also be set-up on a Modbus Tcp or a Modbus Tcp Gateway network 

Modbus Data:   

- Individual points are set-up by selecting the type of message, whether Read or Write and 
whether Boolean i.e. digital or Numeric, i.e. analogue. 

Purpose Modbus 
Register 
Range 

Modbus 
Description 

Niagara AX 
Description 

Digital Output 00000 Coil (05) Boolean Writable 
Digital Input 10000 Status (02) Boolean Point 
Analogue Input 30000 Input Register (04) Numeric Point 
Analogue Output 40000 Holding Register (06) Numeric Writable 
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- The type of register is then selected, described as Address in Niagara i.e. whether Modbus 
(I.e. 1 based) or Decimal (i.e. 0 based) and the Address is put in.  If you are using the Decimal 
address ranges, you will also need to put in the register type for read only points, i.e. whether 
Holding or Input. 

- The type of data is then selected, whether Integer or Signed Integer.  Signed integer is used 
for all the data apart from the resistances which are Integer and of course, cannot be negative 
but could be greater than 32,767. 

- The type of scaling is then set-up.  Linear is selected followed by a scaling of 0.1 for all the 
temperature readings and percentage outputs and 0.01 for voltage and current readings. 
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Appendix D: Specific Instructions for the Trend XNC 
 

The Trend XNC is the most straightforward route for using the 48IO card with the Trend 
IQ3 range of controllers.  The XNC drivers that contain the Trend Custom Language 
(TCL) that carries out the Modbus comms are standard to SET v.6.5 and higher and no 
other tools are required.  The Trend XNC Interface Module within SET allows you to set-
up the Modbus link.  The XNC Interface Module can be reached by right clicking on any 
of the strategy pages within SET and going to “device” towards the bottom of the menu.   

 

The Store parameters (In the bottom left side of the XNC Interface Module) are used for 
configuring the Modbus comms and the Modbus data transfers. 

The Inputs are Inputs to the Trend TCL code (Hereafter referred to as TCL Inputs to 
prevent confusion).  These are connectives in the SET strategy and are actually linked to 
the outputs of the Trend strategy.  These inputs will drive the Outputs on the 48IO card.   

The Outputs are values that the Trend TCL code (Hereafter referred to as TCL Outputs 
to prevent confusion) has read from the 48IO card.  These are connectives in the SET 
strategy and are linked to the input sensors in the Trend XNC controller strategy and 
represent the inputs read from the 48IO card. 
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The inputs and outputs are represented in the SET Strategy by the symbol below and 
are found under the connectives menu. 

Store pars. 1 to 4 define the Modbus comms baud rate and message format. Remember 
to set-up Store par. 5 which sets the IQ3Excite/XACT to either the RS232 (3) or the 
RS485 (2) terminals. 

For the XACT, there are 34 store values available.  Each Store value can read/write 
more than one input or output, hence only 2 Store Parameters are needed to read and 
write to all the inputs and outputs on the 48IO card, conserving store parameters for 
reading other data from other devices such as meters. 

All you need for each store parameter is: 

1.  The address 

2.  The Modbus function code for the type of register you are trying to write to, e.g. a Coil 
is function code 05  

3.  The 0 based (decimal) offset. 

4.  The number of registers being read 

5.  The starting Output or Input in the Trend SET strategy that the data is being Written 
to or Read from. 

Inputs 

The analogue inputs are read by reading multiple input registers. However, there are 
several ways of reading the digital inputs as outlined below. 

1)  To read the inputs, digital and analogue, as input registers, set-up Store 16 as:  

E001#F04#A00000#N24#O001#C05 

E001 – Modbus address 1 or whatever the address is as a 3 figure number 

F04 – Read input registers 

A00000 – Read the decimal addresses starting at 1. 

N24 – Read the 24 inputs of the 48IO card 

O0001 – Put them in 24 TCL Outputs in the SET strategy starting at TCL Output 1 

C05 – Read them as a 16 bit signed integer. 
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This will transfer the raw A to D value between 0 and 4095. The store parameter doesn’t 
allow you to perform any mathematical functions such as scaling, this though, can be 
easily carried out in the Trend software by dividing the Output by 40.96 to give a 0-100% 
value for %RH and CO2/air Quality sensors and by 409.6 to give the raw voltage for 
pressure sensors and thermistors.  This can then be fed into a Trend characterisation 
module with the scaling set for the appropriate sensor.  Remember to set the input of the 
scaling profile used by the characterisation to “Analogue Value”. 

For Digital inputs, put in a Hysteresis module with a level of c. 3000 and a band of 500 
and write to an internal digital input.  

2)   Alternatively, for a block of 8 digital inputs, a separate store value can be used, 
however, all this saves is putting in the hysteresis modules.  The Outputs in the SET 
strategy are linked directly to internal digital inputs. 

Use the Store value below: 

E001#F02#A0000n#N08#O001#C00 

E001 – Modbus address 1 or whatever the address is as a 3 figure number 

F02 – Read multiple Discrete Inputs  

A0000n – Read the decimal addresses starting at n where n is the start of the block of 
inputs.  For example, if an input module was connected to Plug 4 (The 2nd block of 8 
inputs) then n would be 8. 

N08 – Read the 8 inputs of the 48IO card.  If there were two modules of 8 digital inputs 
each connected, then it would be 16. 

O001 – Put them in 8 TCL Outputs starting at TCL Output 1.  Again, it would be 16 if two 
modules of digital inputs were connected. 

C00 – Read them as a Direct Read. 

3)    If you wish to conserve TCL Inputs and the first block of 8 or 16 Inputs are digital, 
then you can read the inputs from the start of the analogue inputs and read the 8 or 16 
digital inputs as 1 or 2 8 bit input registers. E.g. for a 48IO card with 8 digital inputs on 
the first module and analogue or a mix of analogue digital on the 2nd and 3rd modules, 
then the following store value can be used:  

E001#F04#A00008#N17#O001#C05 

E001 – Modbus address 1 or whatever the address is as a 3 figure number 

F04 – Read input registers 
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A00008 – Read the decimal addresses starting at 8, i.e. from input 1 on input module 2 
(Plug 4). 

N17 – Read the 16 analogue inputs of the 48IO card on Input modules 2 & 3, i.e. (Plugs 
4 & Plugs 6) and the digitals on Input module 1 (Plug 2)  

O0001 – Put them in 17 Outputs in the SET strategy starting at Output 1 

C05 – Read them as a 16 bit signed integer. 

Use the A to D module in SET and connect the outputs from the module to internal digital 
inputs. 

NOTE:  The fixed digital inputs on the original NRUD/A cards were on input module 3, 
(Plug 6).  All you need to do to put the digitals on the 1st module (Plug 2) is swap the 
Plug 2 and 6 around.   

Outputs: 

For Analogue Outputs – Use a single store value to write to each analogue register 
(Holding Register). Use the Store value below: 

E001#F06#A0000n#N01#I001#C00 

E001 – Modbus address 1 or whatever the address is as a 3 figure number 

F05 – Write to single Holding Registers  

A0000n – Write to the decimal addresses starting at n where n is the start of the block of 
Analogue outputs.  For example, if an output module was connected to connector 1, then 
n would be 0. 

N01 – You are only reading from one TCL Input at a time. 

I001 – Read them from the TCL Input 1 in the SET strategy. 

C00 – Write as a Direct Write. 

The analogue output of the Trend Strategy such as a 0-100% output from a control loop 
must be scaled to 0-4095 by multiplying it by 40.95. 

For Digital Outputs, you have the following options: 

1). Use a single store value to write to each digital output (Coil). Use the Store value 
below: 

E001#F05#A0000n#N01#I001#C00 
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E001 – Modbus address 1 or whatever the address is as a 3 figure number 

F05 – Write to single coils  

A0000n – Write to the decimal addresses starting at n where n is the start of the block of 
Digital outputs.  For example, if an output module was connected to connector 1, then n 
would be 0. 

N01 – You are only reading from one TCL Input at a time. 

I001 – Read them from the TCL Input 1 in the SET strategy. 

C00 – Write as a Direct Write. 

The digital output of the Trend Strategy such as an output from a logic module can be 
connected direct to the TCL Input. 

2).   To conserve Modbus TCL Inputs, blocks of 8 digital outputs can be written to by a 
single 0-256 analogue number.  They will be driven between the 0 and 1 state provided 
the output hasn’t also been written to recently by a holding register.  For example, to 
write to output module 3 (Plug 6) which is all digital, use the Store Value below: 

E001#F06#A00026#N01#I001#C00 

E001 – Modbus address 1 or whatever the address is as a 3 figure number 

F06 – Write to single Holding Registers  

A00026 – Write to the decimal addresses 26 which is address 27, the holding register 
that sets digital outputs 17 to 24 

N01 – You are only reading from one TCL Input and writing to one holding register at a 
time. 

I001 – Read it from the TCL Input 1 in the SET strategy. 

C00 – Write as a Direct Write. 

In the SET strategy, the D to A module would be used with the digital outputs from the 
control strategy connected to the inputs of the D to A module and the output of the D to A 
module would be connected to the TCL Input. 
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Appendix E: Revision History 

Revision 
Firmware 
Version 

Date Description 

0.1  18th Jun 2014 Document created. 

0.2 2.06 12th Sep 2014 
Modbus generic instructions Appendix A 

added 

0.3 2.09 2nd Dec 2014 
Document formatting amendments and new 
firmware to provide additional fields of data 

for servicing. 
0.4 2.11 2nd Feb 2015 Added electrical specification page 

0.5 2.11 10th Feb 2015 
Specific instructions for the NiagaraAX 

Platform have been added. 

0.6 2.11 27th April 2015 
Specific instructions from Trend IQ3 XNC 

added. 

0.7 2.11 05th July 2018 Details of using applying offsets to readings 

0.71 2.18 28th October 2019 

Clarify that Modbus pulse count and time 
high/low registers will stop at 65535 and that 
reading the frequency register as a holding 

register will reset pulse count and time 
high/low registers. 
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